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SERVICES OVERVIEW: ENERGY MANAGEMENT

CH Reynolds provides a range of reliable
and cost-effective energy management solutions. Our business
recognizes that with today’s rising energy costs, regulatory
requirements and sustainability commitments, monitoring and optimizing
energy performance is a critical business objective. We work with clients
to provide baseline metering to identify energy performance metrics, offer
solutions to align with client needs and provide system design and installation. Our
collaborative approach gives clients the option to manage implementations in-house or
rely on our expertise if desired.

Today's services include:
Energy Usage Assessment
We conduct comprehensive energy usage audits using robust metering equipment on key
electrical loads, which creates a baseline energy consumption use case.
Custom Solution Design
Our team crafts customized energy management systems capable of monitoring, controlling and
optimizing client’s electrical loads with use of analytics from the usage audit.
Provider of Cyber Switching Solutions
Flexible, innovative and cost-effective technologies provide scalability for future expansion. It also
centralizes reporting and control for simplified administration of multiple sites from a single location.

Project Portfolio
CH Reynolds provides energy management services to a diverse range of customers,
spanning from property management to high tech businesses.

Project Highlights
Multiple Tenant Energy Audit:
Hudson Properties
Hudson Properties turned to CH Reynolds for a
comprehensive approach to providing updated energy billing
solutions for tenants throughout its extensive CRE portfolio.
The sophisticated monitoring ensures that tenants receive
accurate accountings of individual energy consumption, while
Hudson Properties guaranteed to recapture energy
costs in a timely manner.

Energy Monitoring:
Tintri
Tintri depends on reliable energy performance and
specializes in smart storage for virtualization and private
cloud. It used CH Reynolds to identify and implement a
comprehensive energy monitoring solution that provides
real-time visibility into what energy patterns their company
needs.

Energy Monitoring:
Washington Holdings
As a billing solution, CH Reynolds has designed power
monitoring for Washington Holdings to capture energy
usage on a per floor, per tenant basis.
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